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CASE COMMENTARY:

                                 -  MANALI  AGRAWAL

 

ABSTRACT: 

In the landmark judgment, the Supreme Court set aside the practice of triple talaq by 3:2 majorities. Justices 

Kurain Joseph, UU Lalit, and RF Nariman gave the majority judgment. Chief Justice Jadish Singh Kehar and 

Justice Abdul Nazeer descended. The Supr

especially those who are vulnerable to the instantaneous oral and unilateral Triple talaq. 

ShayraBano v. Union of India was successful in providing justice to many unsaid and unhea

India. Supreme Court ruled against the gender

and restored the trust of common people in the Judiciary.

INTRODUCTION: 

Triple talaq or talaq-e-biddat or instant divorce or talaq

Islam. In this form of Divorce, a Muslim man can divorce his wife by pronouncing Talaq three times in oral 

written, or electronic form. The practice was widely followed by Indian Muslims especially by th

of the Hanafi School of Muslim Law. But later, this form of talaq started to raise the issues of justice, gender 

equality, and secularism and thus became a subject of controversy in India. It was the case of 

when the practice was declared unconstitutional and a ban was imposed on the practice by the apex court of 

India. 

This was not the first time that the validity of Triple Talaq has been challenged in the Court of law.  This issue 

has been raised in a plethora of cases. But, neve

was challenged before the constitutional bench of the Supreme Court. This case highlighted the issue of 

gender discrimination. Because triple talaq is a gender
                                                           
1 JAGRAN LAKECITY UNIVERSITY, BHOPAL
2ShayaraBano v. Union of India (2017) 9 SSC 1, WRIT PETITION (C) NO.: 118 OF 2016, DATE OF JUDGEMENT: 22
5 JUDGE BENCHES: JAGDISH SINGH    

LALIT, AND S. ABDUL NAZEER JJ. 

 

                                                                                              

 

COMMENTARY: SHAYARABANO VS UNION OF I

MANALI  AGRAWAL,BA.LLB. (HONS.), & KOHINA JAIN

In the landmark judgment, the Supreme Court set aside the practice of triple talaq by 3:2 majorities. Justices 

Kurain Joseph, UU Lalit, and RF Nariman gave the majority judgment. Chief Justice Jadish Singh Kehar and 

Justice Abdul Nazeer descended. The Supreme Court decision affected many Muslim victims in the country 

especially those who are vulnerable to the instantaneous oral and unilateral Triple talaq. 

was successful in providing justice to many unsaid and unhea

India. Supreme Court ruled against the gender-biased practice of Triple talaq by declaring it unconstitutional 

and restored the trust of common people in the Judiciary. 

biddat or instant divorce or talaq-e-mughallazah is an irrevocable form of divorce under 

Islam. In this form of Divorce, a Muslim man can divorce his wife by pronouncing Talaq three times in oral 

written, or electronic form. The practice was widely followed by Indian Muslims especially by th

of the Hanafi School of Muslim Law. But later, this form of talaq started to raise the issues of justice, gender 

equality, and secularism and thus became a subject of controversy in India. It was the case of 

declared unconstitutional and a ban was imposed on the practice by the apex court of 

This was not the first time that the validity of Triple Talaq has been challenged in the Court of law.  This issue 

has been raised in a plethora of cases. But, never before, the question of the constitutionality of Triple Talaq 

was challenged before the constitutional bench of the Supreme Court. This case highlighted the issue of 

gender discrimination. Because triple talaq is a gender-discriminatory practice where Mu

JAGRAN LAKECITY UNIVERSITY, BHOPAL 
ShayaraBano v. Union of India (2017) 9 SSC 1, WRIT PETITION (C) NO.: 118 OF 2016, DATE OF JUDGEMENT: 22

    KHEHAR (CJI), KURAIN JOSEPH, ROHINTON 
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INDIA AND ORS. 

 

KOHINA JAIN, BA.LLB.(HONS.)1 

In the landmark judgment, the Supreme Court set aside the practice of triple talaq by 3:2 majorities. Justices 

Kurain Joseph, UU Lalit, and RF Nariman gave the majority judgment. Chief Justice Jadish Singh Kehar and 

eme Court decision affected many Muslim victims in the country 

especially those who are vulnerable to the instantaneous oral and unilateral Triple talaq. The case of 

was successful in providing justice to many unsaid and unheard voices of 

biased practice of Triple talaq by declaring it unconstitutional 

mughallazah is an irrevocable form of divorce under 

Islam. In this form of Divorce, a Muslim man can divorce his wife by pronouncing Talaq three times in oral 

written, or electronic form. The practice was widely followed by Indian Muslims especially by the followers 

of the Hanafi School of Muslim Law. But later, this form of talaq started to raise the issues of justice, gender 

equality, and secularism and thus became a subject of controversy in India. It was the case of ShayaraBano2 

declared unconstitutional and a ban was imposed on the practice by the apex court of 

This was not the first time that the validity of Triple Talaq has been challenged in the Court of law.  This issue 

r before, the question of the constitutionality of Triple Talaq 

was challenged before the constitutional bench of the Supreme Court. This case highlighted the issue of 

discriminatory practice where Muslim men can divorce 

ShayaraBano v. Union of India (2017) 9 SSC 1, WRIT PETITION (C) NO.: 118 OF 2016, DATE OF JUDGEMENT: 22-08-2017, 
 FALI NARIMAN, UDAY UMESH 
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his wife by uttering talaq three times in one setting without the consent of women and also without any 

reasonable grounds and the same option was not available to 

silent victims. There were several cases where husbands pronounced triple talaq over phone calls, text 

messages, or, even on pictures to their wives. This became a controversial topic. When a middle

under-confident woman from a small town showed courage and took a stand for h

were suffering from this traditional practice of instantaneous divorce or triple talaq, people started noticing. 

This was the first time when Muslim women came together and fought against the practice of triple talaq 

divorce on the ground of violation of their fundamental rights.

FACTS: 

 The petitioner, ShayaraBano was married to the respondent, Rizwan Ahmed, an Allahabad

property dealer in April 2001. The petitioner faced domestic violence and physical torture by her 

husband and in-laws, who allegedly demanded additional dowry from her parents.

 Due to this torture and unnecessary 

October 2015, the respondent

and delivered Talaqnama to the petitioner

 She challenged this before the Supreme Court of India, stating that the practices of talaq

polygamy, and Nikah Halala are illegal and

granted under articles 14,15,21and 25 of the constitution of India. 

examine the issue of Instant Triple Talaq alone and decided not to comment upon other practices 

challenged under the petition.

 The petitioner got support from various NGOs and in the meantime, various other petitions challenging 

the same practice were filed.

judge constitutional bench on 30

BACKGROUND: 

Since this case is concerned with the dissolution of marriage through the method of triple talaq among 

Muslims, it is important to know the concept of talaq under Islamic law and to understand the rights o

Muslim woman. Under Mohamedan law, the contract of marriage can be dissolved in any one of the following 

                                                           
3Ayushi Agrawal, The Supreme Court of India set aside the practice of.docx
https://www.scribd.com/document/408732413/The

                                                                                              

his wife by uttering talaq three times in one setting without the consent of women and also without any 

reasonable grounds and the same option was not available to Muslim women. This made the Muslim women 

eral cases where husbands pronounced triple talaq over phone calls, text 

messages, or, even on pictures to their wives. This became a controversial topic. When a middle

confident woman from a small town showed courage and took a stand for h

were suffering from this traditional practice of instantaneous divorce or triple talaq, people started noticing. 

This was the first time when Muslim women came together and fought against the practice of triple talaq 

ound of violation of their fundamental rights.  

Bano was married to the respondent, Rizwan Ahmed, an Allahabad

property dealer in April 2001. The petitioner faced domestic violence and physical torture by her 

laws, who allegedly demanded additional dowry from her parents.

Due to this torture and unnecessary demands, she was forced to stay in her parental home. On 10

October 2015, the respondent-husband in the presence of two witnesses pronounced ‘talaqtal

and delivered Talaqnama to the petitioner's wife. 

She challenged this before the Supreme Court of India, stating that the practices of talaq

Halala are illegal and unconstitutional as they violate her fundamental rights

granted under articles 14,15,21and 25 of the constitution of India. The Court however chose to 

examine the issue of Instant Triple Talaq alone and decided not to comment upon other practices 

challenged under the petition. 

The petitioner got support from various NGOs and in the meantime, various other petitions challenging 

the same practice were filed. After clubbing all these petitions in one, the Supreme Court formed a 

constitutional bench on 30th March 2017 to decide upon the validity of the practice.

Since this case is concerned with the dissolution of marriage through the method of triple talaq among 

Muslims, it is important to know the concept of talaq under Islamic law and to understand the rights o

Muslim woman. Under Mohamedan law, the contract of marriage can be dissolved in any one of the following 

The Supreme Court of India set aside the practice of.docx
https://www.scribd.com/document/408732413/The-Supreme-Court-of-India-set-aside-the-practice
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his wife by uttering talaq three times in one setting without the consent of women and also without any 

women. This made the Muslim women 

eral cases where husbands pronounced triple talaq over phone calls, text 

messages, or, even on pictures to their wives. This became a controversial topic. When a middle-class and 

confident woman from a small town showed courage and took a stand for her and many women who 

were suffering from this traditional practice of instantaneous divorce or triple talaq, people started noticing. 

This was the first time when Muslim women came together and fought against the practice of triple talaq 

Bano was married to the respondent, Rizwan Ahmed, an Allahabad-based 

property dealer in April 2001. The petitioner faced domestic violence and physical torture by her 

laws, who allegedly demanded additional dowry from her parents. 

she was forced to stay in her parental home. On 10th 

husband in the presence of two witnesses pronounced ‘talaqtalaqtalaq’ 

She challenged this before the Supreme Court of India, stating that the practices of talaq-e-biddat, 

unconstitutional as they violate her fundamental rights 

The Court however chose to 

examine the issue of Instant Triple Talaq alone and decided not to comment upon other practices 

The petitioner got support from various NGOs and in the meantime, various other petitions challenging 

After clubbing all these petitions in one, the Supreme Court formed a 5-

de upon the validity of the practice.3 

Since this case is concerned with the dissolution of marriage through the method of triple talaq among 

Muslims, it is important to know the concept of talaq under Islamic law and to understand the rights of a 

Muslim woman. Under Mohamedan law, the contract of marriage can be dissolved in any one of the following 

The Supreme Court of India set aside the practice of.docx, SCRIBD, 
practice-of-docx. 
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ways: When the divorce proceeds from the husband

Khula; or according to the terms of the c

Talaq is subdivided into three kinds

Triple Talaq. Talaq-e-Ahsan and talaq

reasonable forms of divorce. However, Talaq

considered to be sacrosanct to the Muslim religion. The Talaq

In the case of talaq-e-Ahsan and tala

for the talaq in both these cases does not become absolute until a certain period has elapsed. They also give the 

husband an option to revoke it before a particular period of time has

irrevocable immediately as it is pronounced. This practice can be traced to the second century after the advent 

of Islam. In this type of divorce, the husband does not follow the recognized talaq 

neither waits for the Iddat period5 nor to the restraint from sexual intercourse. This practice is considered the 

easiest form of talaq as a Muslim husband can easily escape from marriage, just by uttering the word Talaq 

three times and the marriage stands dissolved immediately was developed by the Islamic patriarchal society.

Thus this practice is gender discriminatory. It was submitted in the petition that the practice of talaq

recognized only in few Sunni schools like Hanafi school and 

practice describe it as a 'sinful form of divorce'.

This issue has been raised several times earlier. Since the 1980s, the number of High Courts in India has held 

that for the validation of talaq, it must be

reconciliation of marriage by mediators from both the parties previously. In this view, though it is privileged 

for the husband and also authorized by clerics, Triple talaq is already illegal

ISSUES: 

The main issues that were raised in the case are as follows: 

 Whether Talaq-e-Biddat Islamic in nature?

 Whether is it protected under Article 25 freedom of religion of the constitution of India?

                                                           
4ASAF A.A. FYZEE, OUTLINES OF MUHAMMADAN LAW, (Tahir Mahmood,,ed. 2009).
5It is a period of chastity which a Muslim woman is bound to observe after the dissolution of her marriage due to the death of
husband or by divorce before she can lawfully marry again.
 
6DINSHAW FARDUNJI MULLA, PRINCIPLES OF MOHAMEDEN LAW, (20 ed., 2013).

                                                                                              

ways: When the divorce proceeds from the husband4i.e., Talaq; when it is affected

or according to the terms of the contract between the parties i.e., Mubarat.

Talaq is subdivided into three kindsi.e., talaq-e-Ahsan, talaq-e-Hasan, and talaq

Ahsan and talaq-e-Hasan are approved by the Quran and Hadith and also considered a

reasonable forms of divorce. However, Talaq-e-Biddat is nowhere approved by the Quran and Hadith and is 

considered to be sacrosanct to the Muslim religion. The Talaq-e-Biddat is good in law but it is bad in theology. 

Ahsan and talaq-e-Hasan, the husband has an opportunity of reconsidering his decision, 

for the talaq in both these cases does not become absolute until a certain period has elapsed. They also give the 

husband an option to revoke it before a particular period of time has elapsed. But talaq

irrevocable immediately as it is pronounced. This practice can be traced to the second century after the advent 

of Islam. In this type of divorce, the husband does not follow the recognized talaq 

nor to the restraint from sexual intercourse. This practice is considered the 

easiest form of talaq as a Muslim husband can easily escape from marriage, just by uttering the word Talaq 

tands dissolved immediately was developed by the Islamic patriarchal society.

Thus this practice is gender discriminatory. It was submitted in the petition that the practice of talaq

recognized only in few Sunni schools like Hanafi school and it is also said that the schools who follow this 

practice describe it as a 'sinful form of divorce'. 

This issue has been raised several times earlier. Since the 1980s, the number of High Courts in India has held 

that for the validation of talaq, it must be uttered for a reasonable cause and there must be an attempt for 

reconciliation of marriage by mediators from both the parties previously. In this view, though it is privileged 

for the husband and also authorized by clerics, Triple talaq is already illegal. 

The main issues that were raised in the case are as follows:  

Biddat Islamic in nature? 

Whether is it protected under Article 25 freedom of religion of the constitution of India?

UHAMMADAN LAW, (Tahir Mahmood,,ed. 2009). 
It is a period of chastity which a Muslim woman is bound to observe after the dissolution of her marriage due to the death of

husband or by divorce before she can lawfully marry again. 

, PRINCIPLES OF MOHAMEDEN LAW, (20 ed., 2013). 
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affected by mutual consent i.e., 

ontract between the parties i.e., Mubarat. 

Hasan, and talaq-e-Biddat, or Instantaneous 

Hasan are approved by the Quran and Hadith and also considered as 

Biddat is nowhere approved by the Quran and Hadith and is 

Biddat is good in law but it is bad in theology. 

Hasan, the husband has an opportunity of reconsidering his decision, 

for the talaq in both these cases does not become absolute until a certain period has elapsed. They also give the 

elapsed. But talaq-e-Bidaat becomes 

irrevocable immediately as it is pronounced. This practice can be traced to the second century after the advent 

of Islam. In this type of divorce, the husband does not follow the recognized talaq i.e., talaq-e-Sunnat and he 

nor to the restraint from sexual intercourse. This practice is considered the 

easiest form of talaq as a Muslim husband can easily escape from marriage, just by uttering the word Talaq 

tands dissolved immediately was developed by the Islamic patriarchal society.6 

Thus this practice is gender discriminatory. It was submitted in the petition that the practice of talaq-e-biddat is 

it is also said that the schools who follow this 

This issue has been raised several times earlier. Since the 1980s, the number of High Courts in India has held 

uttered for a reasonable cause and there must be an attempt for 

reconciliation of marriage by mediators from both the parties previously. In this view, though it is privileged 

Whether is it protected under Article 25 freedom of religion of the constitution of India? 

It is a period of chastity which a Muslim woman is bound to observe after the dissolution of her marriage due to the death of her 
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JUDGMENT: 

Judgment, in this case, was given by a five

comprised of Chief Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar,

Nariman,and Justice Abdul Nazeer.

triple talaq by 3:2 majority. Justices Kurain Joseph, UU Lalit, and RF Nariman gave the majority judgment 

whereas Chief Justice Jagdish Singh Kehar and Justice Abdul Nazeer descended. There were

judgments; one written by Justice Kurain for himself and on behalf of Justice Lalit and another written by 

Justice Nariman and a Minority Judgment of CJI Khehar and Justice Nazeer was written by CJI Khehar. The 

issues in the case were dealt with as fol

Issue 1. Whether talaq-e-biddat Islamic in Nature?

Talaq-e-biddat is a mode of talaq that gives a man the right to divorce his wife by pronouncing ‘talaq’ 

three times in one go or by saying that ‘I give Talaq to you irrevocably’ where the consent of 

immaterial. A distinct feature of talaq

Moreover, Triple Talaq can only be pronounced by the husband against his wife which is gender 

discriminatory. 

There are four sources of Islamic Law i.e. The Quran, Hadith, Ijma, and Qiyas. Acc

author A.A Fyzee, Quran is a word of God hence it is the fundamental source of law and Hadith is 

supplementary law which is the traditions of the proph

relevant. The major controversy here is that there is no mention of Triple Talaq in the Quran and it is 

sought to be justified by Hadiths only. The Quran disapproves of the practice of triple talaq but it 

disapproves more on the irreversible and fickle form of divorce where there is no reasonable ground for 

the divorce and it is characterized by the absence of restoration of marriage. On the contrary, 

respondent argued that in Quran does not mention any ty

be considered then all forms of divorce should have to be declared unIslamic this will obstruct the Muslim 

married couple from taking divorce in case of marital discord.

Issue 2. Whether Article 25 is Guaranteed Under Constitution?

The only way to determine the answer to this question is the essentiality test. The essentiality test decides 

whether the practice of triple talaq is an essential religious practice. Both the judgments minority and majority 
                                                           
7Hemant Varshney, ShayaraBanov.Union of India

                                                                                              

Judgment, in this case, was given by a five-judge constitutional bench of the Supreme Court. The bench 

Chief Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar, Justices Kurain Joseph, Justice UU Lalit, Justice RF 

. In the landmark judgment, the Supreme Court set aside the practice of 

triple talaq by 3:2 majority. Justices Kurain Joseph, UU Lalit, and RF Nariman gave the majority judgment 

whereas Chief Justice Jagdish Singh Kehar and Justice Abdul Nazeer descended. There were

judgments; one written by Justice Kurain for himself and on behalf of Justice Lalit and another written by 

Justice Nariman and a Minority Judgment of CJI Khehar and Justice Nazeer was written by CJI Khehar. The 

issues in the case were dealt with as follows: 

biddat Islamic in Nature? 

biddat is a mode of talaq that gives a man the right to divorce his wife by pronouncing ‘talaq’ 

three times in one go or by saying that ‘I give Talaq to you irrevocably’ where the consent of 

immaterial. A distinct feature of talaq-e-biddat is that it is irrevocable and also immediately effective. 

Moreover, Triple Talaq can only be pronounced by the husband against his wife which is gender 

There are four sources of Islamic Law i.e. The Quran, Hadith, Ijma, and Qiyas. Acc

A Fyzee, Quran is a word of God hence it is the fundamental source of law and Hadith is 

supplementary law which is the traditions of the prophet and the remaining two sources of law are not 

relevant. The major controversy here is that there is no mention of Triple Talaq in the Quran and it is 

sought to be justified by Hadiths only. The Quran disapproves of the practice of triple talaq but it 

approves more on the irreversible and fickle form of divorce where there is no reasonable ground for 

the divorce and it is characterized by the absence of restoration of marriage. On the contrary, 

respondent argued that in Quran does not mention any type of divorce and if the petitioner’s argument is to 

be considered then all forms of divorce should have to be declared unIslamic this will obstruct the Muslim 

married couple from taking divorce in case of marital discord.7 

Guaranteed Under Constitution? 

The only way to determine the answer to this question is the essentiality test. The essentiality test decides 

whether the practice of triple talaq is an essential religious practice. Both the judgments minority and majority 

ShayaraBanov.Union of India-Case Summary, LTJ, Sept.24, 2018. 
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judge constitutional bench of the Supreme Court. The bench 

Kurain Joseph, Justice UU Lalit, Justice RF 

dgment, the Supreme Court set aside the practice of 

triple talaq by 3:2 majority. Justices Kurain Joseph, UU Lalit, and RF Nariman gave the majority judgment 

whereas Chief Justice Jagdish Singh Kehar and Justice Abdul Nazeer descended. There were two majority 

judgments; one written by Justice Kurain for himself and on behalf of Justice Lalit and another written by 

Justice Nariman and a Minority Judgment of CJI Khehar and Justice Nazeer was written by CJI Khehar. The 

biddat is a mode of talaq that gives a man the right to divorce his wife by pronouncing ‘talaq’ 

three times in one go or by saying that ‘I give Talaq to you irrevocably’ where the consent of the wife is 

biddat is that it is irrevocable and also immediately effective. 

Moreover, Triple Talaq can only be pronounced by the husband against his wife which is gender 

There are four sources of Islamic Law i.e. The Quran, Hadith, Ijma, and Qiyas. According to the learned 

A Fyzee, Quran is a word of God hence it is the fundamental source of law and Hadith is 

et and the remaining two sources of law are not 

relevant. The major controversy here is that there is no mention of Triple Talaq in the Quran and it is 

sought to be justified by Hadiths only. The Quran disapproves of the practice of triple talaq but it 

approves more on the irreversible and fickle form of divorce where there is no reasonable ground for 

the divorce and it is characterized by the absence of restoration of marriage. On the contrary, the 

pe of divorce and if the petitioner’s argument is to 

be considered then all forms of divorce should have to be declared unIslamic this will obstruct the Muslim 

The only way to determine the answer to this question is the essentiality test. The essentiality test decides 

whether the practice of triple talaq is an essential religious practice. Both the judgments minority and majority 
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given by the Judges elaborate on this issue and refer to different judgments to come to any conclusion. 

Referring to Sardar Syedna Taher

essential or not must be decided from the opinion of

case of Commissioner of Police vs Acharya Jagdishwar Anand

a practice on which the elemental belief of the religion is founded and this is the Corners

superstructure of the religion is built; the fundamental character of the religion would change without it. It is 

an essential and permanent part of the religion that cannot be compensated anywhere.

If we see the essentiality test accor

declared outside the scope of Article 25. But if we follow the test laid down by CJI Khehar, it is under 

question that whether triple talaq is an essential practice of the Islamic communi

the favour of triple talaq that it is followed by a large number of people. Since this practice has sanctioned in 

religious denomination followed by the immense majority of the Muslim population, triple talaq practice is to 

be considered constitutional and it is an essential part of religion. Also, he thought that Triple talaq practice 

does not violate any of the exceptions mentioned under article 25(1) 

provisions of Part III of the Constitution. Therefore, there is no need for any legislative action on Muslim 

Personal Law or Shariat law. 

 

On 22nd August 2017, the Supreme Court held the practice of Triple Talaq uncon

concluded that talaq-e-biddat is not an essential religious practice while the minority concluded vice

was an important issue to be dealt with because, under Article 25 of the constitution, the state cannot take 

away the essential religious practice of any religion. The Majority also justified its point by saying that even 

this practice is allowed by the Hanafi School of Muslim Law, it is considered a sinful practice. This form of 

Talaq is not supported by Quran. Thus, th

The Court relied on its previous judgment of 

theology as well as in law and it cannot be validated only because it is follo

the fact that it is prohibited in the majority of Islamic countries highlights that it is not an essential religious 

practice. Thus, it must be set aside. 

                                                           
8SardarSyednaTaherSaifuddin ... vs The State Of Bombay
9Commissioner of Police vs Acharya JagdishwaranandAvadhuta
10ShamimAra v. State of U.P.(2007)7SCC 518.

                                                                                              

iven by the Judges elaborate on this issue and refer to different judgments to come to any conclusion. 

Taher Saifuddin Saheb case8, CJI Kehar recites that whether a practice is 

essential or not must be decided from the opinion of the member of that religion. Justice Nariman, citing the 

Commissioner of Police vs Acharya Jagdishwar Anand Avadhuta9, states that an essential practice is 

a practice on which the elemental belief of the religion is founded and this is the Corners

superstructure of the religion is built; the fundamental character of the religion would change without it. It is 

an essential and permanent part of the religion that cannot be compensated anywhere.

If we see the essentiality test according to Justice Nariman, we can convince that triple talaq should be 

declared outside the scope of Article 25. But if we follow the test laid down by CJI Khehar, it is under 

question that whether triple talaq is an essential practice of the Islamic community or not. He gave judgment in 

the favour of triple talaq that it is followed by a large number of people. Since this practice has sanctioned in 

religious denomination followed by the immense majority of the Muslim population, triple talaq practice is to 

e considered constitutional and it is an essential part of religion. Also, he thought that Triple talaq practice 

does not violate any of the exceptions mentioned under article 25(1) i.e., Public Order; Health; Morality; Other 

provisions of Part III of the Constitution. Therefore, there is no need for any legislative action on Muslim 

August 2017, the Supreme Court held the practice of Triple Talaq uncon

biddat is not an essential religious practice while the minority concluded vice

was an important issue to be dealt with because, under Article 25 of the constitution, the state cannot take 

essential religious practice of any religion. The Majority also justified its point by saying that even 

this practice is allowed by the Hanafi School of Muslim Law, it is considered a sinful practice. This form of 

Talaq is not supported by Quran. Thus, the court quoted that ‘What is bad in theology cannot be good in law’. 

The Court relied on its previous judgment of Shamin Ara10 where it said that the triple talaq is bad both, in 

theology as well as in law and it cannot be validated only because it is followed by a large population. Also, 

the fact that it is prohibited in the majority of Islamic countries highlights that it is not an essential religious 
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The court also said that the challenged practice comes under the fou

violative of Article 14 of the Constitution as it does not give the right to equality to Muslim women in the 

declaration of divorce. Thus, it is liable to be struck down by the Court.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS: 

The landmark judgment declared the widely followed practice of Triple Talaq unconstitutional. It protected 

Muslim women from becoming silent victims of patriarchal society. They finally got protection from the 

regressive practice that has been followed since time imme

appreciable. The minority was flawed when it said that the practice is an essential religious practice even after 

knowing that the majority of Islamic Countries, as well as schools Of Muslim Law, are done a

minority also failed to protect the Right to equality to Muslim women guaranteed under Article 14 of the 

Indian Constitution. Minority focused more on technicalities of the law and did not seem to consider the 

atrocities that are present due to such practice. The whole reasoning given by the minority prevents justice and 

is unfair and irrational. 

However, the majority, on finding that the practice of triple talaq violates Fundamental Right of Muslim 

women and also comes under the exception 

regressive practice. The majority judgment cites that “what is bad in theology cannot be good in law”.  This is 

a very correct decision because it is the responsibility of the government an

impinge practices Sati Pratha was also widespread and practiced since time immemorial and was thus should 

be banned. Thus, by declaring triple talaq as unconstitutional, The Indian Judiciary fulfilled its obligation to 

remove prejudiced practices from society. If the minority judges have also 

impact of the judgment could be different. However, due to the fair and justified reasoning of the majority, 

India is finally done away with the regressive

citizens. 

                                                           
1125. Freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of 
and health and to the other provisions of this Part, all persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right 
profess, practise and propagate religion.  
(2) Nothing in this article shall affect the operation of any existing law or prevent the State from making any law
(a) regulating or restricting any economic, financial, political or other secular activity which may be associated with religio
practice; 
(b) providing for social welfare and reform or the throwing open of Hindu religious institutions of a public character to all classes 
and sections of Hindus.  
Explanation I.—The wearing and carrying of 
Explanation II. —In sub-clause (b) of clause (
professing the Sikh, Jaina or Buddhist religion, and the reference to Hindu religious institutions shall be construed accordi

                                                                                              

The court also said that the challenged practice comes under the fourth exception under Article 25

violative of Article 14 of the Constitution as it does not give the right to equality to Muslim women in the 

declaration of divorce. Thus, it is liable to be struck down by the Court. 

judgment declared the widely followed practice of Triple Talaq unconstitutional. It protected 

Muslim women from becoming silent victims of patriarchal society. They finally got protection from the 

regressive practice that has been followed since time immemorial and thus the judgment of the apex court is 

appreciable. The minority was flawed when it said that the practice is an essential religious practice even after 

knowing that the majority of Islamic Countries, as well as schools Of Muslim Law, are done a

minority also failed to protect the Right to equality to Muslim women guaranteed under Article 14 of the 

Indian Constitution. Minority focused more on technicalities of the law and did not seem to consider the 

ue to such practice. The whole reasoning given by the minority prevents justice and 

However, the majority, on finding that the practice of triple talaq violates Fundamental Right of Muslim 

women and also comes under the exception laid down under Article 25(1) of the constitution, struck down the 

regressive practice. The majority judgment cites that “what is bad in theology cannot be good in law”.  This is 

a very correct decision because it is the responsibility of the government and the judiciary to remove the 

impinge practices Sati Pratha was also widespread and practiced since time immemorial and was thus should 

be banned. Thus, by declaring triple talaq as unconstitutional, The Indian Judiciary fulfilled its obligation to 

prejudiced practices from society. If the minority judges have also favoured

impact of the judgment could be different. However, due to the fair and justified reasoning of the majority, 

India is finally done away with the regressive practice and Judiciary succeeded to safeguard the rights of its 

25. Freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of religion. — (
and health and to the other provisions of this Part, all persons are equally entitled to freedom of conscience and the right 

he operation of any existing law or prevent the State from making any law
) regulating or restricting any economic, financial, political or other secular activity which may be associated with religio

orm or the throwing open of Hindu religious institutions of a public character to all classes 

The wearing and carrying of kirpansshall be deemed to be included in the profession of the Sikh religion. 
) of clause (2), the reference to Hindus shall be construed as including a reference to persons 

professing the Sikh, Jaina or Buddhist religion, and the reference to Hindu religious institutions shall be construed accordi
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CONCLUSION: 

After so many unsuccessful attempts by Muslim women, the case of 

successful in providing justice to many unsaid and unheard voices of India. Supreme Court ruled against the 

gender-biased practice of Triple talaq by declaring it unconstitutional by 3:2 majorities and restored the trust 

of common people in the Judiciary. The practice was followed since time immemorial which gave Muslim 

husbands the right to divorce their wives irrevocably and the same privilege was not available to women. 

Supreme Court addressed the issue of the validity of the practice. It said that 

religious practice of Islam and is violative of the right to equality of Muslim women and thus is 

unconstitutional. Earlier, Muslim men could marry a woman and after his gratification is satisfied, he could 

divorce her just by uttering talaq three times and make the life of the divorced women hell. This privilege is no 

longer available to Muslim men and Muslim women can lead a secure and dignified life.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                              

After so many unsuccessful attempts by Muslim women, the case of ShayraBano v. Union of India

successful in providing justice to many unsaid and unheard voices of India. Supreme Court ruled against the 

biased practice of Triple talaq by declaring it unconstitutional by 3:2 majorities and restored the trust 

ary. The practice was followed since time immemorial which gave Muslim 

heir wives irrevocably and the same privilege was not available to women. 

Supreme Court addressed the issue of the validity of the practice. It said that the practice is not an essential 

religious practice of Islam and is violative of the right to equality of Muslim women and thus is 

unconstitutional. Earlier, Muslim men could marry a woman and after his gratification is satisfied, he could 

by uttering talaq three times and make the life of the divorced women hell. This privilege is no 

longer available to Muslim men and Muslim women can lead a secure and dignified life.
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Bano v. Union of India was 

successful in providing justice to many unsaid and unheard voices of India. Supreme Court ruled against the 

biased practice of Triple talaq by declaring it unconstitutional by 3:2 majorities and restored the trust 

ary. The practice was followed since time immemorial which gave Muslim 

heir wives irrevocably and the same privilege was not available to women. 

the practice is not an essential 

religious practice of Islam and is violative of the right to equality of Muslim women and thus is 

unconstitutional. Earlier, Muslim men could marry a woman and after his gratification is satisfied, he could 

by uttering talaq three times and make the life of the divorced women hell. This privilege is no 

longer available to Muslim men and Muslim women can lead a secure and dignified life. 


